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Abstract
To write about clients is an established routine in countless institutional settings, regardless of the fact that clients them-
selves seldom feel that the produced texts mirror or summarize their experiences. But what, more specifically, is left
unwritten when staff starts typing on the keyboard to insert a piece of daily life into the computer? This article draws on
data on violent events in Swedish detention homes, covering, on the one hand, interview accounts collected by ethno-
graphic researchers and, on the other hand, formal journal reports on the “same” event written by staff. The analysis of
one case exemplifies what written versions of a violent ward drama omit or transform: staff members’ “separation work”
of the fighting actors and their local manufacturing of accountability, the involved actors’ conflict explanations in terms
of ethnicity, gang culture, and “the first blow”, young people’s way of linking their self-control to the institution’s privilege
system, and moral emotions as well as the significance of crucial details in the depicted course of events. The argument is
not that staff should merely improve their routines of documenting events to really cover these or other facets of social
life that are left behind at a detention home. Rather, the article attempts to explore why and in what sense institutional
writing is incompatible with more informal, personal, and local accounting procedures.
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1. Introduction
What happens when social life is written down? Ethno-
graphers sometimes argue that “down” is the wrong
word. Things are rather written “up” (Emerson, Fretz, &
Shaw, 1995, pp. 46–65). Whereas “writing down” por-
trays the writer as just detecting, “writing up” connotes
creativity. No matter how careful the researchers’ ob-
servations are, one can hardly argue that everything is
captured, or that what is captured can be depicted ac-
curately. Instead, ethnographers engage in an inevitably
partial interpretation process,where things happening in
social life are reduced and transformed. Ethnographers
even inscribe (Emerson et al., 1995, p. 8); they turn their
notes into exemplars of this or that tendency, setting or
phenomenon, not only during the subsequent analytical
work but also in the very moment of seeing, listening,
and feeling. There is a compelling interpretative practice
(Gubrium & Holstein, 1997) going on when things are
experienced and transcribed, involving an active subject
trying to make sense of a social world by accounting for
a selection of its local relevancies.
Parallel processes seem to take place in practical so-
cial work, exemplified in this article with Swedish de-
tention homes for youth. These homes are institutions
providing treatment and schooling for boys and girls,
mainly with a prior criminal history or drug problems,
in the form of strict control of everyday life and en-
forced care. The official term Särskilda ungdomshem
can be translated to “special youth homes” (Gradin
Franzén, 2014, p. 13) or “special residential homes for
young people”.
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As Enell (2017) shows, when young people end up
in such homes their care begin with an assessment (in
Swedish: utredning) and staff structure the assessing text
in a particular way. The young people’s dependency on
social workers is stressed, as well as their vulnerability
in general (Enell, 2017, p. 137). These written assess-
ments typically transform young people’s troubles into
problems and produce clients (cf. Lipsky, 1980, p. 59). In-
dividual biographies and idiosyncratic worries are pack-
aged into recognizable social problems (e.g., addiction,
ADHD, criminality) by words and phrases. Even though
young people sometimes may evaluate the assessment
themselves, and thereby personally get something out of
it (“to knowmyself better”, says Enell, 2017, p. 136), they
may also get upset and protest against the conclusions
in the texts (Enell, 2017, p. 132). Whereas the institu-
tional writing seems to presume that individuals are be-
ing assessed in a context-free and neutral manner, young
people take the very context of the assessment practice
into account. In institutions, the youth experience “con-
stant work” on how to behave and present themselves
(Enell, 2017, p. 136). The assessment is conditioned by
the fact that secure accommodation is the “assessment
environment”, as young people indicate (Enell, 2017,
pp. 137–138). Staff observes and evaluates young peo-
ple in a setting that is very similar to a total institution.
In a previous article, a colleague and I investigated
wordings and rhetorical patterns in casebook journals in
these institutions (Wästerfors & Åkerström, 2015), par-
ticularly the running notes on clients in care. The insti-
tutions are obliged to write not only assessments but
also these journals in order to document information
about the care. The Swedish National Board of Institu-
tional Care (n.d.) states that they function as “support for
us” to provide “good and secure care”. There is a need to
document what has been done in the care, the authority
argues, andwhat staff are planning to do. Decisions need
background, and staff needs to communicate with each
other about their work on a daily basis.
We discovered that treatment assistants writing “up”
the daily life of young people in a ward were recurrently
“zooming in” on the young people’s behavioral problems
(rather than their resources or capabilities), they took
detailed notes on their mood and mood changes (but
not mentioning their own or colleagues’ mood), and rou-
tinely hid troubles or circumscribed staff agency and in-
stead focused quite exclusively on how young people
choose to act. Instead of writing, for instance, that a par-
ticular staff member grabbed or lifted up a client and
dragged them into the isolation room, the treatment as-
sistants used passive tense or dimexpressions so that act-
ing staff did not get into the limelight. The clients “were
lifted up”, “taken to the isolation room”, “put down by
staff”, etc.—that is, the writer used words and phrases
that deflected staff agency (O’Connor, 2000, p. 42; cf.
Potter, 1996, p. 158; Wästerfors & Åkerström, 2015).
Thereby they indicated a uniform staff collective not re-
ally making choices or acting but simply responding—
resolutely and logically—to the young people’s choices
and their allegedly peculiar or unusual actions. By ana-
lyzing casebook discourse, we could show that these in-
stitutions systematically depicted inmates and events in
ways that reproduce internal staff loyalty and coherence.
But what we could not show was alternative and
more ethnographically based images of precisely those
events and associated actors that had been written up
by the institution. Even though I (who had done the field-
work) had a lot of field notes and interviews from deten-
tion homes in Sweden (Wästerfors, 2009), I had not been
studying those days precisely, or events covered by the
casebook notes under study. I could recognize bits and
pieces and compare them with my observations and in-
terviews, but most of the occasions in the casebook jour-
nal we studied still seemed to belong to a quite exclusive
textualized world, fairly separate from what I had seen
myself as a participant observer or what was uttered in
my interviews. It seemed reasonable to argue that crucial
aspects of actions and emotions in institutional life were
left behind, but we could not specify them with regard
to the described events. If, for instance, the journal de-
picted an event when a young boy started to argue and
shout just after a telephone call with his mother, we had
no other account of this event but the one written down
by staff. We had notes about other everyday conflicts at
the ward—including those connected to calls from the
outside—but not specifically this one.
The data that this article draws on are different. Now,
me and another colleague, Jesper Hambert, set out to
study particular cases of a more delimited slice of social
life at detention homes—violent events—and doing so
with the intention to get as many versions of the “same”
events as possible (as far as they had been experienced
as the same by the field members). After having identi-
fied an event, for instance some guys fighting over a re-
mote control in front of the TV at a ward (i.e., the case
in this article), we tried to interview the individuals in-
volved, the staff who came running to calm them down,
the staff member who was present in the room from the
beginning of the interaction, and then we also asked for
the written electronic casebook notes on this very event.
This made it possible to analyze not only the rhetoric of
institutional texts per se but also some of the discrep-
ancies between, on the one hand, oral and relatively
spontaneous accounts of a drama in research interviews
and, on the other hand, a piece of formal text about the
“same” issue. Instead of comparing institutional writing
with ethnographic pictures, in general, I was now able
to pinpoint more exactly what staff had found relevant
to “write up” in comparison to less structured, “wilder”,
and messier oral accounts in my data.
The “same” in “the same event” is here to be un-
derstood as an imprecise and quite practical term, as a
field member’s label rather than an analytical term in re-
search. When closely analyzed, the events in the institu-
tional texts do not seem to be the “same” as the ones
orally described—they turn into something different in
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the written form, much shorter, transitory, and more in-
stitutionally correct—but still, members of the institu-
tions count them as the “same”. There is an association
between the lived and the textualized dramas in this con-
text that hardly anyone questions, even though the ac-
tors differ regarding interpretations and evaluations. For
instance, with the help of just a few words from my col-
league, Jesper Hambert, on the event with the remote
control, along with the name of the ward and the date,
it was easy for staff to identify the relevant passages in
their digital texts.
We had one case, though, when staff had trouble re-
memberingwhat both their record and the young inmate
at issue reported, a case in which a girl was isolated after
an argument outside her room at night. A staff member
had written a distinctly formulated document about the
decision to isolate her—we found that text during our
fieldwork—and the girl could also recall and describe the
event, but none of the staff that participated in taking her
to the isolation cell could describe what had happened
when Jesper Hambert met them somemonths later. One
staff member started to talk about another event with
another girl, but when Jesper Hambert tried to remind
him of some details in the drama he gave up. He could
not identify it, he could not remember. He said he was
sorry and that there is “a lot going on at the ward”. It is
like “remembering what you did during lunch a couple of
months ago”.
Even if this case turned into an ethnographic failure
since I could not analyze any oral account from staff (only
the girl’s and the written note), it was nonetheless illumi-
nating regarding how staff generally view the very type
of drama the study focused on in this setting. They all
revolve around everyday events, albeit violent, in institu-
tionswhere “a lot” is happening. There is, in other words,
a flow of similar events going on in this field, as part of
the everyday reality of treating young people with crimi-
nal experiences or other psycho-social issues in closed in-
stitutions. Some things are written up and remembered
(also by staff), some are not.
2. Data and Analysis
Before I go into detail regarding the case at hand, I would
like to briefly refer to my data and analytic method. The
entire project relies on interviews and texts regarding fif-
teen (15) violent events. My colleague Jesper Hambert
conducted fieldwork on four cases—including the case in
this article—the remaining fieldwork was carried out by
me, followed by the analysis and writing. Apart from this,
twenty-seven (27) other young people and staff have
been interviewed on the theme “how to avoid violence”,
which is not particularly tied to the events at issue. In
total, at least seventy-one (71) individuals have been in-
terviewed on violence and violent events in detention
homes (see Wästerfors, 2018). I also have additional in-
terviews and field notes from previous projects in the
same settings (on schooling and conflict management,
see Wästerfors, 2009, 2013, 2016) as background ma-
terial. All interviews are ethnographically shaped (Ham-
mersley & Atkinson, 2007, pp. 103–120). In this article,
I only make use of a tiny part of this body of data, namely
those related to the event with the remote control.
I have been using a kind of double exposure when
analyzing this event, or what Gubrium and Holstein
(1997, p. 118) call “analytic bracketing” (cf. Ryen, 2004,
pp. 31–42). On the one hand, I see field members’
phrases and expressions as more or less mirroring their
social reality “out there”, in a naturalistic way, on the
other hand, I also recognize how this reality is repre-
sented and accounted for by the verywords and gestures
in use. This means a constantly shifting perspective that
both takes into account what people say and how they
say it (cf. Wieder, 1974).
There are good reasons to believe that something
happened that day in this ward—and we might call this
“something” the event with the remote control—but
there are also good reasons to believe that the involved
actors shape and discursively “dress up” all events in var-
ious and sometimes quite diverging ways. To highlight
this is the point with analytic bracketing, as Gubrium
andHolstein (1997) describe it: to artfully recognize both
the substantial and the constitutive character of a given
piece of qualitative data. The same is true regarding the
institutional writing that functions as a special point of
interest and empirical contrast in this article. It is also
both substantial and constitutive; it reports but it also
constructs. In Gubrium and Holstein’s terms, we may say
that my ambition is to capture the interpretative prac-
tice of a given detention home ward and the equivalent
activity—more rudimentary—in casebook journals.
3. The Event with the Remote Control: The Formal
Versions
The event I want to elaborate upon in this article regards
three boys fighting in front of the TV in a detention home
in Sweden. When analyzing the staff members’ and the
boys’ accounts in the interview data, I was able to dis-
tinguish a range of qualities that were only summarized,
indicated, or completely absent in the casebook journal
at issue. Since the data are rich and hard to summa-
rize, I won’t be able to go in depth regarding everything
I found, but I will nonetheless exemplify most of it.
First, I would like to show the institution’s textualized
version of this event. This is how it was depicted in one of
the journals, the one about the boy here called Casper:
Before dinner, there is a fight on the TV sofa and
Casper hits and kicks another pupil, [a little later]
when staff arrives and another pupil is aggressive and
threatening, Casper sits completely calm in an arm-
chair. When more staff arrive, Casper goes with them
to the gaming room for a talk. In the talk, Casper states
that other young people had teased and harassed him
and that he had had enough and lost it, Casper also
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says that his key is missing, during the rest of the day
and night he is placed in isolated care [vård i enskild-
het]. Casper is playing PS3 [PlayStation3] and watch-
ing movies, and staff are with him most of the time.
In the journal about Leon, it is written like this:
When Leon and other pupils are watching TV before
dinner and Leon reaches for the remote control, Leon
gets a blow and a kick from another pupil. Leon turns
aggressive and verbally threatening. Arriving staff in-
tervene andhold Leonback. Another pupil is also help-
ing to calm Leon.When further staff arrive, Leon goes
with them to his corridor, where he turns more ag-
gressive and verbally threatening. Leon shoves staff
a little and says that he wants more space. Staff give
him this in the corridor provided that he calms down.
After a talk, Leon is calmed down and willing to talk
with another pupil to get an explanation. Leon is leav-
ing his corridor after dinner and watches TV with
other young people when it is highlighted that an-
other pupil’s key is missing. Leon keeps a low profile
when staff are looking for the key but maintains his in-
nocence. Leon participates when other pupils put an-
other key [somewhere] and lets staff think that they
have found the right key. Leon is searched on the first
floor without remarks. Leon talks on the telephone
during the night. Leon is playing table tennis during
the night.
Finally, in the journal about the third boy, Ben, staff de-
scribed the fight as follows:
Ben intervenes and calms down another pupil when
there is a fight on the TV sofa, but when staff arrive
Ben gets loud and starts to shout and scream. Ben is
calmed down after a while and leaves the corridor, is
informed that there will be no soccer training today
and gets irritated because of this. When it becomes
clear that another pupil’s key is missing, Ben is the
loudest one and shows distance to be guilty to having
taken it [sic]. Ben is searched on the first floor without
remarks, but the key at issue is found during a search
of Ben’s room. In a talk with themanagers of the ward
Ben admits that he took the key, which he found on
the floor, but that he did not want to say something
since he thought that staff was messing with him and
he wanted to mess back.
These notes are contextualized by a range of other top-
ics: meals, leisure activities, mood changes, cleaning, ex-
cursions, going to the gym, etc. So even though they
here might seem quite long as descriptions of a fight,
the notes on the event with the remote control are just
glimpses in the running records as a whole.
The event as it is described in the study’s interviews,
on the other hand, involves more details on (1) staff do-
ing “separation work” and immediate manufacturing of
accountability, (2) staff and young people invoking eth-
nicity, gang culture, and “the first blow” as conflict expla-
nations, (3) young people showing containment linked
to the institution’s privilege system, (4) young people’s
moral emotions, and (5) reflections on crucial details (the
lost key, for instance) as explicitly telling and indicative in
the course of events.
I will now take a detour over these aspects to show
how they contribute to the case narratives found in the
fieldwork. At the end of the article, I return to institu-
tional writing and its peculiarities in this setting. Some
of the twists and turns below might, at first sight, seem
unnecessarily complicated, but I kindly ask the reader to
carry on reading. The fact that the ethnographic stories
are multilayered is a point in itself. When staff summa-
rize this event in formal texts, most of the nuances and
dynamics from the oral data are left out.
4. “Separation Work” and Staff Accountability
First, when staff hear the noise and shouting in the TV
room, they come running. Several describe how they re-
act as fast as possible, running to the room and sepa-
rating the three guys, Casper, Ben, and Leon. They also
start trying to figure out what is happening. Patrick, for
instance, says he was sitting in a meeting on another
floorwhen he heard the cries frombelow, and colleagues
came running saying “more staff”. He takes the stairs to
the TV room, he says, and sees the guys fuming over
something that he “didn’t understand”. He “just grabs
one of them and tries to calm him down while my other
colleagues grab the other one”. Patrick makes up a pic-
ture for himself: it is Leon versus Casper, and Ben is asso-
ciated with Leon.
Patrick and his colleagues describe it as a fight over
the remote control, even though they also understand
(as they say) that it must be about something else, too.
Casper didn’t want to give the remote control to the oth-
ers, and they started fighting. They also describe how
they tried to separate the individuals and started asking
them questions so that they could tell “their” respective
versions. Staff attempted to collect data in order to pro-
vide an explanation while they calm people down.
Jesper Hambert: What do you- what do you say to a
pupil then, in that situation?
Patrick: Eh, well, what did I, you know, you- you try to
sort of ask “what happened”? It’s perhaps the stupid,
the most stupid question you can ask, “what hap-
pened”. [Laughs] But- but you’ll have to do that then,
and then he gets to explain his part.1
1 I use some signs from a system of a simplified transcription notation in the interview excerpts in this article. A hyphen-minus (-) signifies hesitation or
repetition, quotation marks signify animated or reported speech, and inside square brackets, laugh and implicated messages are pointed out. Three
dots in round brackets (...) signify an excluded passage.
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In several interviews, it is both indicated and exemplified
how staff actively collect information and synthesize it
to manufacture a coherent account of the event, even
though the specific contents of the account vary (“his
part”). It seems to be amatter ofmanufacturing account-
ability by dyadic and interrogating talks, a sort of ethno-
method to understand and explain drama in social re-
ality (cf. Heritage, 1984, pp. 135–178). The “separation
work” and its accountability construction is somewhat
indicated in the journal notes—when Casper “goes with
them… for a talk”, and Leon is given “more space” in the
corridor and calmed down “after a talk”, for instance—
but it is much more visible, elaborate, and comprehensi-
ble in the interview data. When listening to the oral ac-
counts, wemay also even get a glimpse of how the event
was constructed as an event. At first, Patrick “didn’t un-
derstand what it was”, then he started to frame it in
terms of two antagonistic constellations.
5. Ethnicity, Gang Culture, and the First Blow
Secondly, and related to the above, staff also came up
with background explanations in our interview conversa-
tions, such as ethnicity and gang culture, which are ab-
sent in the journal notes. Leon and Ben belong to the
same ethnic group, speaking the same language, and
Casper belongs to another (all non-Swedish). Per, the
treatment assistant sitting in the very room when the
fight started, points this out when he talks about how im-
possible it is to prevent these kinds of events. “It just said
bang”, he says, and he “couldn’t have done anything dif-
ferently”. “Well yes”, he adds a bit sarcastically, “if I knew
all languages of the world, I could have stopped it”. Per
implies that Leon and Ben had said something in their
shared language in front of the TV minutes before the
fight, something that he and Casper had not understood.
If he had understood it, Per argues, he might have pre-
vented the fight. The background “as such”—ethnicity—
was there all along, as he sees it, but it seems to have
been played out and emphasized through the use of lan-
guage at the brink of the fight.
In this light, the remote control turns into a superfi-
cial or even silly explanation, according to staff and Ben.
“There is somuch around this”, Patrick says, “behind this”
(Moerman, 1974).
Ethnicity is both indicated and explicitly “done” in
the interview data (and exposed as a background) and a
gang culture explanation follows the same logic. Per has
previously worked as a security guard in urban nightlife
and “lived in these gang circles”, observing gang constel-
lations. He knows, he says, “how they behave”. “They do
not back off (in a heated conflict situation) ‘cause they
don’t want to leave their positions”. If you back off, you
will be accused of being a coward. “You fucking pussy,
you just ran, ran away”, Per says, indicating how gang
comments might sound, as he portrays it. This explana-
tion is particularly handy to explain the fact that Casper,
Leon, and Ben remain quite close to each other in the
room until staff arrive, shouting and threatening each
other, throwing things, lifting up chairs, and so on. In
the interviews, it becomes evident that staff observe this
and present gang culture outside the institution as an ex-
planation. Gang culture works as a narrative background
to the foreground around the TV sofa, not unlike ethnic-
ity (on background and foreground in crime descriptions,
see Katz, 1988).
Leon also makes use of ethnicity as an explanation,
but in combination with invoking “the first blow”, which
is another aspect the notes left out. To begin with, he
says, in the interview with Jesper Hambert, the fight is
partly his fault, too. He “could have been more careful”
on the TV sofa, considering what has happened before.
Ben and Casper have had fights before, he says, “they
hated each other” when they stayed in another ward,
and Leon himself is closer to Ben. Leon said:
And I- I- I used to mostly hang out with NNs [Leon
is using the name of his and Ben’s ethnic category],
you know ‘cause it, it feels best in that way, you know,
it’s nicer, and he [Casper] probably thought I was al-
lied [with Ben] or something like that, you know, that
we should beat him or something, you know. That we
didn’t like him, or, you know, things like that. And I-
I always try to (…) be neutral you know, even if I hang
aroundwith him a lot, the guy [Ben], so I try to respect
others’ views and so, you know. Keep me in the mid-
dle so that I get out of here.
Now, Leon implies both a delicate ethnic navigation and
an ethnic gaze from Casper’s side. Casper associates
Leon with Ben because of their shared ethnicity, so that
Casper’s antagonism against Leon is a matter of Leon’s
ethnically explained history with Ben.
Leon combines this more dynamic and relational em-
ployment of ethnicity as an explanation (now it revolves
more around a social history than a category) with ac-
counts of “the first blow”. Casper was the one hitting
first, Leon says. “I reached for the remote control”, he
says, “then he snatched the control from my hand and
then he hit me and kicked me in the face….I didn’t get
it at all, [it happened] without a reason”. The ethnically-
based relations, though, turn into Leon’s “reason” as he
goes on talking, so that this typical background explana-
tion is weaved into a situational one.
Per, a staffmember, has another version: Leon shoved
an elbow into Casper’s chest; that was how it started. In
his account, Leon delivers the first blow, but when Leon
speaks the elbow disappears and Casper is the one who
starts the violence. Still, by merging his account with eth-
nicity, Leon implies some kind of responsibility, after all.
He argues that it might be understandable that Casper be-
comes angry since he had good reasons to believe that
“we [Leon and Ben] would group up”, “and beat him”.
As Uhnoo (2011, chapters 5 and 6) shows, defining
the first blow is utterly important in young people’s sto-
ries about violence. The one who hits first is the one to
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blame the most, young people argue, even though non-
physical gestures (like demeaning comments) can some-
times be counted as a first blow. To hit back is defined
as morally superior compared to hitting first. So, to nar-
ratively place the “first blow” within the actions of some-
body else—the other—is a significant part of young peo-
ple’s moral work to account for their actions and uphold
a respectful image of themselves despite using violence.
Casper’s version is closer to the witness Per’s, but
more developed. He receives several attacks before hit-
ting back, he claims. It is not only an elbow in his chest (as
Per describes it) but also a disrespectful line: “Ey, bitch,
can you change the channel?” and a slap in the face. Only
after this does Casper hit back, as he tells the story. In
Casper’s journal, on the other hand, “Casper hits and
kicks another pupil” as if there were no history at all (and
in Leon’s journal: “Leon gets a blow and a kick”).
So the facts differ in the notes, but the very moral
engagement in the detailed “first blow”-stories are also
lacking. The institutional writing does not succeed in cap-
turing the significance that the young people ascribe
to concrete fight initiations and their (in this case) eth-
nic framing.
6. Containment and the Privilege System
A third and striking aspect of the event with the remote
control is how the involved actors relate their way of
holding back their anger with the institution’s privilege
system. This seems to be indicated to an extent in the
casebook journal when Ben is said to lose his soccer train-
ing (even though it is not explicitly stated that this has to
do with him being loud and aggressive) but it is much
more evident and narratively charged in our interview
data. A privilege system is Goffman’s (1961/1990, p. 51)
term to describe how a total institution controls its in-
mates by granting or denying them privileges. If you be-
have, you will gain benefits and relative freedom, if you
do not behave, you will lose these things and your free-
dom is further limited.
In almost any treatment institution, certain kinds of
acts are known to extend your stay (and the power of
the staff) whereas other acts do the opposite. Also, de-
tention homes in Sweden are ruled by this principle, of-
ten called token economy (for an example, see Gradin
Franzén, 2014, p. 94). Young people “earn” points for
good behavior and can eventually exchange these points
for sought-after things. This token economy plays a pe-
culiar role in cases of violence. To avoid being violent, or
to be violent in less dramatic ways, is very much associ-
ated with “playing it cool” (another of Goffman’s terms)
in order to “behave”. This is what Leon refers to when he
talks about the advantage of keeping himself “in themid-
dle so that I get out of here”when he describes the event
with the remote control. If he goes on neatly balancing
the ethnic quarrels between Ben and Casper (by staying
in the middle) he does not risk being perceived as misbe-
having, according to staff, and thereby he doesn’t risk his
chances of getting out of the institution soon. All six de-
tention homes I have visited are, in one way or another,
characterized by a privilege system, although the length
of stay (formally grounded in the quite flexible law that is
used to place young people in institutions to begin with)
is far from the only asset at the disposal of staff. If you
behave, you may get more internet time, more leisure
activities or home visits, more candy or an excursion to
a café or a cinema, etc. So even “small” things can be in-
voked to entice the inmates to act in certain ways—or
withdrawn if they act badly.
“Think about yourself”, “think about what you
have”—phrases like that sometimes link emotional self-
control with the institutional system. In relation to the
event with the remote control, my colleague Jesper
Hambert asks Leon if he has learned to “manage anger
and so”, and Leon says yes. Then, Jesper Hambert asks
how one learns that, and Leon says that “you only have
to think about your stuff”. “There is no honor or so, that’s
just bullshit, particularly in places like this”. Rather, you’ll
have to be an “egoist”.
You know, you should think about, if I’d do so, the
consequences will be so and that’s not good for me.
I’ve come this far, ‘cause I’ve come quite far actually.
And so. And I want to get that apartment, you know.
You should always think about what you risk losing, in-
stead of just [thinking about] the moment, now.
Leon also says that he “wants to get away from here”:
“I think it’s one of the biggest reasons why I didn’t do any-
thing against him [Casper] afterwards”, he said.
So, no “honor”, being an “egoist”, “the con-
sequences”—when Leon accounts for his “reasons” to
hold back his violence “afterwards” (that is, directly af-
ter the fight in front of the TV, and when staff arrived to
try to separate them) he draws upon the local system of
privileges and makes his actions accountable in light of
this. The fact that he controlled himself and abstained
from fighting the staff that came running to hold him
back from kicking and hitting Casper is tightly related to
how “far” he has come in the local token economy.
The apartment that he wants is a so-called training
apartment in a downtown area, a sort of in-between-
station on the way to freedom, a way for those who be-
have to try out a normal life. Leon does not want to risk
that. You only get “more and more troubles if you keep
on fighting every day”, he says. There are good reasons
not to seek revenge. “You have to choose your battles”,
he says. “I was just about to get out and so, get home
visits”. “I didn’t want to lose that”.
Now, he has “dropped this”, Leon says. But it could
have been different. He did get very angry. He states that
in similar situations:
I get so mad, you know. I get really, really, really mad,
so I just wanna, I just wanna see blood. That’s how
mad I get.
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Leon also says that if the event had occurred in another
ward, the acute ward in the (typical) beginning of the de-
tention home journey, he would have reacted differently.
Then “I would have tried to kill him”, Leon says. For an
outsider, all this might sound strange, but I would argue
that the logic of total institutions and their privilege sys-
tem provide some clarity. In an acute ward, Leon had not
“gone far”. At that stage, he would have nothing to lose—
no privilege, no promises of a training apartment, not
even chances to make home visits. To restrain oneself in
that situation (that stage in the token economy) would
hardly be necessary, at least not to the same extent as in
the ward where Leon is placed now.
In the way the casebook journal depicted the event
with the remote control, there is no information regard-
ing these issues or the actors’ accounting for their actions
along such lines. Similar to Enell’s (2017) finding, the for-
mal texts do not take into account what field members
take into account: the fact that what is said and done in
these settings belong to and depend on the very settings.
7. Moral Emotions
Self-controlled anger in institutional settings also has its
limits. According to Jack Katz (1988, pp. 18–31), we can
talk aboutmoral emotions—strong feelings of eagerness
to do the “right” thing, to put things in the moral order,
to defend one’s respectable identity and stand up for The
Good. Katz argues that many crimes of violence are char-
acterized by such emotions, such as humiliation turned
into rage. The perpetrator strives to construct morality—
a vision of something “good”—even though it certainly
may not look like that from the outside, and sometimes
not for the actor him or herself later on when the heat
of emotions is gone.
In the event with the remote control, Leon accounts
for holding back these emotions—he would be right to
strike back against Casper but restrains himself in order
to avoid losing institutional rewards—but Casper, on the
other hand, represents something else.
Casper describes several attacks before hitting back.
He is called “a bitch” and gets an elbow in his chest and
a slap in his face—when he accounts for his punch and
kick, he implies a feeling of “enough is enough”, “now
even I have to respond”. He is placing the same feeling in
the situation when Leon asks him why he gets mad: “I’m
no doll you can hit”. Casper does not explain his acts in
terms of a simple and direct answer to Leon’s first attack
but rather as an answer after three attacks. He is empha-
sizing his tolerance up to that stage. But eventually also
Casper wants restored respect; he doesn’t want to be “a
doll”. Do the others think so? Now he will show them.
That is the point of Casper’s story: the need to
stand up for oneself. He accounts for his acts in terms
of Katz’ moral emotions—humiliation turning to rage—
and clearly communicates a feeling of retained respect.
When Leon throws a glass and Casper throws the remote
control, Leon says (in Casper’s story) “youmother fucker”,
and Casper cannot stand that either. Leon has lifted up a
chair, ready to throw that too, and Casper does the same.
Staff stop them both.
If somebody hits you and you do not hit back, Casper
says, “they’ll know you’re a pussy… Then theywill hit you
all the time”:
You’ll have to show them that you got, that you can,
otherwise they will call you, ‘cause, you know, like it is
in a prison, that you’re fish [“fish” was said in English],
that you’re fresh, you know, they can hit you anytime.
So even though all three individuals restrain them-
selves—Casper also gets credit from staff for having
“calmed down so quickly”—there is a risk in this kind of
setting to do so without limits, according to the inter-
view data. To be a “doll” is not a preferable position, and
therefore Casper needs to defend himself. He holds back
but he also engages in moral emotions and associated
violence, almost as if invoking a “convict code” (Wieder,
1974). First, he exercises self-control, then revenge.
Casper does not talk about upcoming home visits
or a training apartment waiting for him, he does not
draw on the institutional rewards to account for his ac-
tions. Rather, he draws on moral emotions. Such ac-
counts can be seen as a more detailed and emic version
of staff accounts of gang culture. With the help of ac-
tors’ narratives, we may complicate the more categor-
ical and distant explanations of staff, finding both ten-
sions and nuances that are not really able to grasp when
you come running and try to carry out treating assistant
duties—tensions and nuances not included in the case-
book notes.
Indeed, Casper is said to have “had enough and lost
it” in the journal note, since “other young people had
teased and harassed him”, but the notion of standing up
for oneself is much more elaborate and morally account-
able in oral versions.
8. Crucial Details
Finally, a fifth aspect: crucial details. Per, for instance,
talks about several details in the course of events that
seem hard to ignore once you know them. Just before
the incident, Ben walks to the toilet but forgets his key
to his room on the sofa. Per observes this as well as the
fact that Leon takes the key and offers it to Casper, but
Casper says he doesn’t want it. Per interprets this as a
prequel to the violence—away for Leon to plant a reason
for him and Ben to strike against Casper. If Casper would
have taken the key it would be easy for Leon to “disclose”
this when Ben returned from the toilet, so that they both
could be righteously angry with Casper. They could have
started a fight with himwith a key theft as a cause. “Leon
and Ben could have attacked the third guy for a reason”,
Per says.
Now, this reason didn’t crystallize, but the very at-
tempt from Leon’s side functions as an indication in ret-
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rospect, according to Per’s story, a sort of warning that
intrigues were in the making. It is also a nice illustration
of the social need for reasons to start a fight. In line with
Uhnoo’s (2011) and Jackson-Jacobs’ (2013) findings, hit-
ting back is morally superior and practically easier com-
pared to hitting first.
In Ben’s story, there are other details. In his interview
he talks about Casper being a liar and that he cannot
be trusted, he even tested him once at another ward to
prove this. Ben came up with a story of having a hidden
knife in his room and told this to Casper, and later the
same evening staff decided to arrange an extra search in
the rooms. No knife was found, of course, since Ben has
made it all up, but Ben took it as evidence for Casper be-
ing a collaborator with staff. “I started to suspect some-
thing, that he was the one who had told [staff] some-
thing”. That is one of the reasons he cannot be trusted
and therefore actually deserves to be corrected and ex-
cluded. When the fight broke out in front of the TV,
Ben immediately stood up on Leon’s side. He tried to
calm him a bit, but eventually, he turned very angry with
Casper, shouting “mother fucker” to him and throwing
a chair towards him—all according to his own descrip-
tion. Afterwards, staff praises him for trying to calm Leon
but criticize him for throwing the chair. He loses an out-
door activity because of that (probably the soccer train-
ing, mentioned in the journal notes).
Casper mentions yet another detail. After the fight, it
turns out that his room key was lost. It was lying on the
sofa in front of the TV, attached to a chain that Casper
has had “since he was a kid”, as he says. The rooms were
searched later on and the key was found but not the
chain—this is also mentioned quite extensively in the
journal notes. Somehow Leon and Ben had managed to
take and hide Casper’s key during the fight, and then
probably threw away the chain that Casper was appar-
ently very fond of. It’s hard to not look upon this story
as revolving around revenge—Casper portrays Leon and
Ben as striking back against him with theft. “Then they
had taken it fromme”, Casper says. “You know, they have
bullied me so fucking much the whole time”.
The keys, the chain, the story about the knife at an-
other ward—the narrators of this event consecutively
employ details to unfold its drama and account for its hid-
den dimensions. Details are treated as telling, revealing—
through them the narrators may weave their morals and
set the evaluations right. Parts of the stories regarding
the keys are included in the journal notes but in these
texts they are not treated as indicative in the same sense
as in the interviews. For Per, the prequel with the key
proves that Ben and Leon were, in a sense, waiting to
strike against Casper and that this constellationwas fixed.
For Casper, the epilogue with his key and chain symbol-
izes his ongoing victimization. For Ben, the fictive knife
theft at another ward proved that Casper was no one
to trust.
In the journal notes, on the other hand, the words
about the key are not explicitly interpreted but rather
treated as a list of facts (“the key at issue is found dur-
ing a search of Ben’s room”; “Ben admits that he took
the key”; “[Leon] lets staff think that they have found
the right key”) even if they seem implicitly dressed up
as moral facts. The institutional writing does not capture
the actors’ way of using the details representatively and
as a resource for conflict accounts.
9. Institutional Omissions and Transformations
Similar to other events in my study, the event with the
remote control shows how multifaceted social life at a
detention home can be, perhaps especially so when it
comes to violence. Analytically we can switch between,
on the one hand, “diving” into the situation and nat-
uralistically reconstructing a course of events as care-
ful and nuanced as possible and, on the other hand,
identifying how various actors present it and perform
their roles, moral points, and positions. Gubrium and
Holstein’s (1997, p. 118) analytic bracketing is helpful: a
continuous and dialectal procedure to acknowledge both
local substances and local constitutive activities. It is a
matter of accepting and balancing the tension between
“whats” and “hows”.
The staff come running to the TV room, separating
the fighting individuals and start manufacturing account-
ability. They put together bits and pieces—observational,
moral, dramaturgical, etc.—to get a rough image of what
has happened. One staff (Per), who was there “from the
start” (in the room) not only suggests category-based ex-
planations but also adds his more detailed view: a pre-
quel with a key, and another “first blow” that others
took for granted, and explicit interpretations based on
the details. Ethnicity and gang culture are suggested as
background explanations, but they are also weaved into
the foreground in the actors’ narratives. Staff and youth
argue that they can see the consequences and employ-
ment of both.
The young people also deconstruct the first blow and
discern finer variants. Even the ones feeling targeted by
violence (Ben, for instance) express some understanding
of it, and they all emphasize that it could have beenmuch
worse. Step by step, the accounts in the interviews start
dealing with self-control and how it is embedded into
the institutional privilege system. The ward gives bene-
fits to you if you behave but it withdraws them if youmis-
behave. To withhold acting out one’s moral emotions—
strong feelings of doingGood, in Katz’ (1988) terms—and
to think only about “yourself” and your future are iden-
tical to following the institution’s incitements. But the
event with the remote control also shows that such self-
control must be balanced with demonstrations of self-
assertion, as the young people see it. Violence can be per-
formed to avoid being bullied (cf. Athens, 1992, 1997),
even if institutional privileges are put at risk.
In the casebook journal, we getmuchmore truncated
versions. In a way, they resemble the sketch given by the
staff who came running to the room and who was re-
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ferring, at least to begin with, to their first impressions.
“Before dinner, there is a fight on the TV sofa”, it says
in the journal about Casper. He “hits and kicks” another
young man. Casper is said to have argued that “other
young people had teased him and harassed him”, “he
had enough and lost it” (in Swedish: tappade det), mean-
ing he lost his temper and self-control. There are some
outlines of backgrounds, as in Casper’s journal where
it is said that he has been teased and harassed by oth-
ers before, and there are similar outlines of significant
details, as in Leon’s and Ben’s journals where the miss-
ing key is accounted for. But the picture is still much
more compressed.
There is nothing on the moral analysis and debate in
the texts—nothing about the notion of the first blow and
its low moral value among young people in general, al-
most nothing about the more durable and tense back-
ground relation between Casper, Leon, and Ben. There
are no fully understandable prequels regarding the room
key, and nothing on the limits of containment and its em-
beddedness in a privilege system, as the field members
themselves see it. In the journal about Leon, it says, very
briefly, that he gets “a blow and a kick by another pupil”
when he reaches for a remote control. In the journal
about Ben, it says that “there is a fight on the TV sofa” this
day.When staff arrives, Ben “gets loud and starts to shout
and scream” but he calms down after a while. Casper’s
key is found in Ben’s room—no, “another pupil’s key” is
found there, it says in the institutional text about Ben.
The latter formulation points to a striking and crucial
fact when it comes to textualized events in these kinds
of institutions. Casebook journals are characterized by
strict individualization. In Ben’s “journal world” there is
no Casper or Leon, just “another pupil”, “another boy”,
or the like—and vice versa when it comes to Casper’s
and Leon’s journals. Staff writing about a given inmate is
about that single inmate, not about his or her relations
to others, at least not in terms of concretely described
personal relations. When “another pupil” or the like is
mentioned, it is never pointed out that this is the same
“other pupil” as, for instance, the one in yesterday’s note.
We need sources outside journals to obtain descriptions
of concrete courses of events or chains of interactions in
which other young people—and staff—are crystallized,
and in which the individual as a person gets shape and
contour, as well.
Staff writing does not engage in substantiating, un-
derstanding, or unfolding relations. Rather, actions are
presented in ways that render them quite atomic. When
relations are depicted, they are articulated in terms of
what they result in for the individual at issue: others had
“teased him and harassed him [Casper]”.
The point with zooming in a transient situation like
the eventwith the remote control with the help of ethno-
graphic interviews beyond the institutional writing is not
only to get a glimpse of how violence is constituted if
studied in detail—by a series of words, gestures, attacks,
attributed motives, diverging and converging accounts,
etc. The point is also to clarify what the institutional writ-
ing omits or transforms. When reporting the event with
the remote control, there are no words typed into the
digital journal system on the implications of the institu-
tion, its social life, its rules and individual staff actors.
There are only observations of troublesome clients and
their moral characters.
In fact, by only drawing on casebook journals, itmight
be difficult to trace how Leon, Ben and Casper’s fight
are one and the same. The date, the TV sofa, the stories
around the key and the remote control can function as
clues, but in other respects, the notes are written as to
reflect and report on an individual’s actions and his con-
ditions. They are not written to mirror social life at the
ward, let alone emerging situations of violence within
this social life. Many qualities tied to sociality are ab-
sent ormerely vaguely indicated, but they arewidely and
vividly employed when the event is recounted and dra-
matized in oral storytelling to a visiting researcher.
10. Conclusion
Casebook journals are made up of running notes on care
and surveillance that form material for upcoming place-
ments and treatment programs. As Enell (2017, p. 137)
shows regarding the written assessments in this setting,
these textsmay have varying significance in practice. The
consequences depend on how caseworkers act upon the
texts, how they are employed to legitimize this or that
route in the social service system. Caseworkers make
use of the texts to account for their decisions, so in that
sense their reading turns crucial for young people, but
hardly the texts as such. Rather, the significance is a mat-
ter of texts-plus-professional-interpretation. “The writ-
ten assessment in itself had less or no meaning to the
young people” (Enell, 2017, p. 137).
But for the sake of social science, contrasts between
oral and formally written versions of institutional life
can be quite illustrative. What is put into the record
(the texts as such) and what is left out says something
about how client-producing institutions function and de-
fine themselves.
If, again, compared with researchers’ production of
ethnographic field notes (Emerson et al., 1995, pp. 8–12),
it is clear that one cannot separate the writer’s methods
from findings in the institutional text production.2 “What
the ethnographer finds out is inherently connected to
how she finds it” (Emerson et al., 1995, pp. 8–12). The
writing method—to employ an individualizing gaze, de-
picting Leon, Ben and Casper (and all other young peo-
2 By this comparison, I do not mean to stress similarities between ethnographers and staff at a detention home. Ethnographers are trained in observa-
tion, note taking, and analysis whereas detention home staff are not. Rather, I want to point out that there are some insights in the method literature
regarding procedures in which ethnographic observations are turned into texts that are probably relevant also for other observations turned into texts,
such as in social work.
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ple in care) as troublesome clients who once in a while
get very agitated and involved in heated fights—will in-
evitably produce the “finding” that Leon, Ben and Casper
are especially distressed individuals, acting in especially
unpredictable or problematic ways, although quite inde-
pendent of the factwe see clearly in interviews: that they
are placed together in a TV room and put under the pres-
sure to get along in a total institution. A casebook jour-
nal is stylistically and rhetorically organized in a way that
not only facilitates this production of “findings”, it also
rules out or obscures alternative methods and their po-
tential results.
In the notes about Leon, for instance, staff cannot
start writing in terms of “and then Leon talked again
about his long and antagonistic relation to Casper, and
Casper talked about being bullied by Leon andBen”, since
(1) staff are supposed to anonymize others, (2) staff are
supposed to treat such facets as too remote from “the
case”, and (3) the case is client Leon, not the fight. The
interpretative practice of an institution does not define
such accounts as something to “write up”. The writing
is supposed to be focused on this or that youth in treat-
ment, not on sociality in a ward and certainly not on sit-
uationally embedded logic of a total institution.
Ironically, though,my data show that staff do observe
and articulate what is left out in the formal notes, so
the reason behind this division cannot be understood in
terms of a lack of staff or youth capacity. The folk soci-
ological gaze is there—among staff, among youth—but
it is not supposed to be inscribed into the texts. The
involved actors narrate alternative variants of conflict
accountability, and they do so not only in medical or
category-based terms but also in interactionist and in-
stitutional ones. But interactions or institutions are not
the targets for therapy and incarceration. The young
people are the targets and the associated texts work as
icons for that practice. This means that the function of
writing an institutional text is less about representing
clients and more about reproducing a particular kind of
institution and its raison d’être. Institutional writing is
part of the “endogenous reproductive processes through
which institutional realities are maintained” and as such,
it is largely invisible for field members (Heritage, 1984,
p. 232). Staff may think that they write about (for in-
stance) Leon but—sociologically—they write for the in-
stitution. The first is evident and talked about, whereas
the latter is not really noticed.
Could more nuanced written descriptions improve
the understanding of social life in a total institution
and troubled young people’s lives? Yes and no. Treat-
ment assistants would probably benefit from a freer
genre to write within. Patterns of interactions could be
discovered, typifications deconstructed and the institu-
tion (and not only the individual) could be discovered
analytically—by staff and youth. Some “regrouping of
particulars”, as Heritage (1984, p. 230) puts it, is basi-
cally possible, even a shift of paradigms if, for instance,
the staff were more educated in ethnography and social
theory. But no matter the style and wording, no writer
can capture social life in full. Accounting procedures, eth-
nomethodologists teach us, are infinite. There is no fi-
nal word on social reality, no way of settling a perfect
or complete account. “Any description is thus inherently
selective in relation to the state of affairs it describes”
(Heritage, 1984, p. 150).
By juxtaposing institutional texts with interview ac-
counts fromethnographic studies, we can learnwhat this
means in social work practice. To expand and complicate
institutional texts for its own sake, to “cover” more and
more of the drama in the wards, is essentially a futile
project. Given the fact that young people in these set-
tings do not want more texts, it is also ethically dubious.
What these young people want is to get out of the in-
stitutions and get on with their lives—to feel better, to
improve their social relations, and to attain more appre-
ciated social identities through studies and work. In or-
der to reach this, they prefer personal interactions (Levin,
2017, pp. 40–43) and not texts, no matter how precise.
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